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PARTIES 

 

1. Boparan Holdings Limited’s (‘BHL’) primary activities relate to the supply of 

primary and processed chicken products to retailers, food service 

companies and other industrial processors through its 2 Sisters Food Group 

Limited (‘2SFG’) division. BHL also owns Five Star Fish Limited (‘FSF’) 

which supplies a range of fish products (primarily coated frozen fish 

products) to food service customers, and to a lesser extent retail 

customers. BHL also recently purchased Northern Foods plc1 which 

supplies branded and retailer own brand chilled ready meals, sandwiches 

and salads, pizza, biscuits and puddings. BHL estimates that the UK 

turnover of 2SFG and the companies within the BHL group ending 31 July 

2010 was £747 million (£1.7 billion including Northern Foods).2   

2. The R F Brookes chilled food and Avana bakeries businesses (the ’Target 

businesses’) were previously owned by Premier Foods Limited. R F Brookes 

(the ‘Brookes business’), which has factories in South Wales and Leicester, 

supplies own label chilled ready meals (CRM), pizzas and savouries to the 

main UK grocery retailers. Avana Bakeries (‘the Avana business’) operates 

                                            
1  OFT Decision ME/4900/11 ‘Anticipated acquisition by BH Acquisitions Limited of Northern 

Foods plc.’ 6 April 2011.  
2 BHL also owns Amber Foods Limited which processes poultry waste and by-products which 

had a turnover of £42 million for the year ending 26 December 2010.  
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from a factory in South Wales supplying own label ambient and chilled 

bakery and dessert products to the main UK grocery retailers. The Target 

businesses made a loss of £0.01 million in 2010 on sales of £200 million.  

JURISDICTION 

3. BHL, through its wholly-owned subsidiary, Solway Foods Limited, acquired 

the Target businesses on 30 December 2011, for a consideration of £30 

million.  

4. The OFT believes that as a result of this transaction BHL and the Target 

businesses have ceased to be distinct. The annual UK turnover associated 

with the Target businesses exceeds £70 million so the turnover test in 

section 23(1)(b) of the Act is met. The OFT therefore believes that it is or 

may be the case that a relevant merger situation has been created. 

RATIONALE 

5. The parties submit that the rationale for the transaction is for BHL to 

supply the major UK grocery retailers across a number of food sectors and 

that this will provide it with an opportunity to leverage multi-site sourcing 

for defined product ranges which will benefit retailers and consumers alike.  

MARKET DEFINITION 

6. The purpose of market definition is to provide a framework for the OFT’s 

analysis of the competitive effects of the merger. The OFT identifies the 

market or potential markets within which the merger may give rise to a 

substantial lessening of competition (the relevant market or markets). 

However, the boundaries of the market do not determine the outcome of 

the OFT’s analysis of the competitive effects of the merger in any 

mechanistic way. 

 

7. The parties overlap in the supply of four categories of products: 

 

A. chilled ready meals (CRM) 

B. chilled pizzas 

C. chilled savoury pastries (CSP) and 

D. Christmas puddings. 
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8. In the four sections that follow the OFT considers the potentially relevant 

market definition for each of these products. 

Chilled Ready Meals 

Product scope 

9. The category ‘chilled ready meals’ (CRM) refers to a number of products 

that are chilled and ready for immediate consumption or for consumption 

after reheating. These products range across different ethnic cuisines (for 

example traditional British, Italian, Indian and Mediterranean), healthy 

products and vegetarian products.3  

10. The parties overlap in the supply of CRM and submit that the relevant 

product market should be CRM.  

11. The OFT considered whether the relevant market should be widened 

beyond CRM to include FRM but notes that the Competition Commission 

(CC) in its recent Kerry Foods Limited/Headland Foods merger inquiry4 was 

told by third parties that there are significant differences between FRM and 

CRM, in terms of who purchases them, what people think of them, why 

they are purchased and how much they cost. The CC also considered 

whether FRM should be further segmented but concluded that all FRM 

belong to the same market. Consistent with this view, the OFT considers 

that, in this case, it is appropriate to assess the competitive effects of the 

merger in relation to CRM.    

12. The OFT considered whether it was appropriate to distinguish within CRM 

by type of product (for example, by ethnicity of cuisine). However, the OFT 

considers that, in the absence of competition concerns arising in any event, 

the OFT does not consider it necessary to conclude on the precise product 

scope.  

Geographic scope 

13. The parties submit that the relevant market for CRM is national in scope. 

The parties are national suppliers and negotiate the contracts for the supply 

of CRM with UK-based customers. The parties also provided evidence that 

their transport costs are a small percentage of the value of sales and that 
                                            
3 Similar products such as ‘frozen ready meals’ (FRM), ‘ready to cook meals’ (RTC) and food 

from take-away outlets (TAO) are not included within the categorisation of CRM.  
4 CC Report, 2 December 2011. 
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even suppliers that do not own a large distribution network can arrange 

agreements with customers for them to collect the products from the 

production sites or from depots. Therefore, the OFT has examined this case 

at a UK level.  

Conclusion on market definition 

14. The OFT has not needed to conclude on the exact scope of the relevant 

product or geographic market given that no competition concerns arise on 

any plausible narrow market. 

Chilled Pizzas 

Product scope 

15. The parties overlap in the supply of own-brand chilled pizzas.5  

16. The OFT considered whether the relevant product market should be 

expanded to include frozen pizza. It notes that in its Dr. Oetker/Schwan 

Consumer brands decision,6 it considered that chilled pizza may exert only 

a weak competitive constraint on frozen pizza (although the decision did 

not specify the degree of constraint from frozen pizza on chilled pizza). The 

decision did, however, consider that branded pizza did act as a feasible 

competitive constraint on own-label.  

17. The OFT also considered whether chilled pizzas should be segmented 

further but did not find compelling evidence to conclude that there exists 

narrower markets for premium and non-premium pizzas.  

18. The OFT has assessed the competitive effects of this merger on the basis 

of own label and branded chilled pizzas, taking account of a possible 

distinction between premium and non-premium pizzas, but in the absence 

of competition concerns, the OFT does not consider it necessary to 

conclude on the precise product scope. 

Geographic scope 

19. The parties submit that the relevant geographic scope is national. The 

parties are national suppliers and negotiate contracts for the supply of 

                                            
5 BHL, through 2SFG, also produce frozen pizzas. 
6 The OFT examined the frozen pizza market for the acquisition by Dr Oetker (UK) Limted of the business 

and assets of Schwan’s Consumer Brands UK Limited. 
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chilled pizzas with their UK-based customers. Therefore, the OFT has 

examined this case at a UK level. 

Conclusion on market definition 

20. The OFT has not needed to conclude on the exact scope of the relevant 

product or geographic market given that no competition concerns arise on 

any plausible narrow market. 

 

Chilled Savoury Pastries 

Product scope 

21. The category ‘chilled savoury pastries and pies’ (CSPP) encompasses a 

number of products, such as pasties, slices, sausage rolls, pork pies, 

savoury eggs, quiches, hot pies and puddings. The parties overlap in the 

supply of two categories of these products: pasties, and hot pies and 

puddings (HPP).  

22. The OFT considered a single market for CSPP and two separate markets for 

the two products in which the parties overlap: pasties and HPP. However, 

since no competition concerns were identified in either of these markets, 

the OFT does not consider it necessary to conclude on the precise product 

scope. 

Geographic scope 

23. The parties did not submit views on the geographic scope of the market. 

The parties are national suppliers and negotiate contracts for the supply of 

CSPP with their UK-based customers. Therefore, the OFT has examined 

this case at a UK level. 

Conclusion on market definition 

24. The OFT has not needed to conclude on the exact scope of the relevant 

product or geographic market given that no competition concerns arise on 

any plausible narrow market. 
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Christmas puddings 

Product Scope 

25. Both parties manufacture and supply desserts (overlapping only in 

Christmas puddings)7 to the major grocery retailers in the UK. The parties 

identified that the OFT in Premier Foods plc/Kraft foods Inc.8 assessed that 

merger on the basis of ‘ambient desserts’, but argue that the product 

market is probably narrower than this and submit that the appropriate basis 

on which to assess this merger is steamed puddings.  

26. The OFT’s approach to market definition is to begin from the narrowest 

plausible market in which the parties overlap and then consider if this 

should be widened through substitution on the demand-side in each of the 

product categories in the first instance, and then, if appropriate, to consider 

if substitution on the supply-side allows the frame to be widened or 

aggregated.9  

27. The OFT understands that the parties overlap in the supply of Christmas 

puddings, a specific seasonal type of ambient, steamed pudding. The 

parties do not overlap in relation to other ambient steamed puddings or in 

relation to chilled puddings.The OFT therefore examined whether a market 

for the supply of Christmas puddings should be expanded, in the first 

instance, to include all ambient steamed puddings; and, if so, secondly to 

all ambient and chilled steamed puddings.  

28. Finally, whilst the OFT has assessed the merger on the basis of a wider 

market for both own-label and branded goods, the assessment would be 

broadly the same if the own-label market were looked at on its own.  

Demand-side considerations relating to other ambient puddings 

29. The parties are currently the leading UK suppliers of Christmas puddings to 

the large grocery retailers. The parties submitted that Christmas puddings 

are not a relevant product market in themselves, despite their distinctive 

seasonal demand, due to there being increasing seasonal alternatives such 

                                            
7 In addition to the supply of Christmas puddings, Avana (but not BHL) supply chilled puddings 

and BHL (but not Avana) supply ambient steamed puddings. 
8 OFT Decision ME/1609/05 ‘Completed acquisition by Premier Foods plc of he UK desserts business of 

Kraft Foods Inc.’ 24 May 2005.  
9 This approach is in line with the UK Authorities’ joint Merger Assessment Guidelines, September 2010, 

paras.5.2.6 to 5.2.19. 
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as Panettone. By way of evidence, the parties submitted that recent 

consumer research10 has shown an increase in popularity of other sponge 

puddings, such as sticky toffee and chocolate, as an alternative to 

Christmas pudding. However the OFT notes that in the same document 

there is evidence that the sales of ‘seasonal sponge’ other than Christmas 

puddings has declined and that the evidence could equally be interpreted as 

showing that alternative steamed puddings were seen as a complement to, 

rather than a substitute for, Christmas puddings. 

30. The parties also submitted Kantar data on consumer purchases which they 

put forward as evidence of switching between Christmas puddings and 

other ambient or chilled puddings. However, as noted above, the data 

could be interpreted as the products being complementary, with consumers 

purchasing a Christmas pudding alongside other steamed puddings, in 

particular given the extended shelf life of Christmas puddings. Evidence 

was not provided showing switching in response to relative price changes, 

which would be more relevant information for assessing substitutability.  

31. The third parties contacted by the OFT during the course of its market 

investigation did not support the parties’ submissions on demand-side 

substitution. Large grocery retailers stated that they display Christmas 

puddings and other steamed puddings in different areas of the store (with 

Christmas puddings in the seasonal products shelves) and that they often 

purchase Christmas puddings and other steamed puddings through 

different category buyers.  

32. Further to this, these retailers stated that Christmas puddings and other 

steamed puddings (whether chilled or ambient) are, in the words of one 

retailer customer, ‘completely different products in the customers’ eyes 

and in terms of eating occasion’. When asked whether, following a five per 

cent price rise by all Christmas pudding suppliers, they would switch (at 

least in part) to other steamed puddings, retailers stated they would not 

switch either in full or part as there would still be demand for Christmas 

puddings.  

33. The OFT therefore finds that there is not sufficient evidence of demand-

side substitution between Christmas puddings and other ambient steamed 

puddings to widen the frame of reference beyond a market for the supply 

of Christmas puddings. 

                                            
10 Sainsbury’s Pudding Category Review (annex 13 of the Parties’ submission). 
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Supply-side considerations relating to other ambient puddings 

34. The parties also submitted supply side arguments in support of their view 

that the relevant product market is wider than Christmas puddings. The 

OFT generally refers to demand-side substitution alone when defining the 

relevant product market, but there are specific circumstances where it may 

aggregate several narrow markets into one broader one on the basis of 

considerations about the response of suppliers to changes in prices.   

A. Production assets can be used by firms to supply a range of products 

which are not demand-side substitutes, and the firms must have the 

ability and incentive to quickly shift capacity between these products 

depending on demand and 

B. the same firms compete to supply these different products and the 

conditions of competition between the firms are the same for each 

product.11   

35. With respect to point A above the parties submitted that Christmas 

puddings are produced using the same manufacturing assets as other 

steamed puddings, supplied in similar containers and packaging and sold to 

the same customers. The parties submitted that the key difference 

between Christmas puddings and other steamed puddings is the recipe (in 

particular the level of fruit content) and the longer cooking time. The 

parties submitted evidence that BHL (that is, Matthew Walker) currently 

produce both Christmas puddings and other ambient steamed puddings 

using the same production facilities.  

36. Third parties confirmed the ability to use the same production facilities to 

produce both Christmas puddings and other ambient steamed puddings. 

However competitors also stated that there are elements of the supply of 

the two products which differ significantly and therefore limit the scope for 

switching capacity between the products. These differences relate to the 

need for Christmas puddings to mature for a period of time and the 

seasonal nature of Christmas puddings, which require suppliers to purchase 

raw materials to prepare and begin producing Christmas puddings up to six 

months in advance of receiving payment for the finished product. As such 

third parties stated that the capital investment and storage requirements for 

the production of Christmas puddings restrict the ability of firms to easily 

                                            
11 CC/OFT Merger Assessment Guidelines, September 2010, paragraph 5.2.17. 
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switch supply between other ambient steamed puddings and Christmas 

puddings.  

37. In addition to information on the production processes involved the OFT 

will normally consider the extent of spare capacity within the industry.12 

The parties submitted estimates of spare capacity of both Christmas 

pudding, and other ambient steamed pudding, suppliers in the market. This, 

they claim, alongside the ability of suppliers to spread Christmas pudding 

production over the year, would act as a competitive constraint on the 

current suppliers of Christmas puddings. However, third parties did not 

confirm that these levels of spare capacity are available and stated that 

they would need to invest in additional capacity to supply Christmas 

puddings. Further to this the OFT notes that while there is some evidence 

of the parties spreading the production of Christmas puddings across the 

year there is also evidence of a need to increase supply in the three-four 

months prior to Christmas when demand for other ambient steamed 

puddings is also high.   

38. The OFT also considered the ease and speed with which suppliers can 

increase their sales volume for a product if they increase the capacity 

devoted to it.13 In relation to this, the OFT notes that the parties estimate 

that the contracts to supply the large grocery retailers account for [ ] per 

cent of the supply of Christmas puddings and that these contracts are 

tendered through supply based reviews on a yearly basis. For tenders in the 

last two years third parties confirm that the parties were the only suppliers 

to submit a tender. Third parties confirm that for the tenders in 2012, 

which have been undertaken since the merger was completed, the parties 

are still the only two suppliers who have been invited to tender. This 

evidence casts doubt on the parties’ submission that it is easy to switch 

production between Christmas puddings and other steamed puddings, as 

one would expect there would at least have been some participation of 

other suppliers in the tenders, to reflect the fact that suppliers consider 

they could win business if they devoted capacity to the supply of 

Christmas puddings. 

39. With respect to point B above the OFT notes that the parties’ shares of 

supply of Christmas puddings have remained high and relatively stable over 

time but that the parties’ shares of supply are more modest in the supply of 

                                            
12 CC/OFT Merger Assessment Guidelines, September 2010, paragraph 5.2.19. 
13 CC/OFT Merger Assessment Guidelines, September 2010, paragraph 5.2.19. 
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other ambient steamed puddings. This evidence may therefore indicate that 

the conditions of competition between firms are not the same for 

Christmas puddings and other ambient steamed puddings. 

40. Overall the OFT considers that there is insufficient evidence for the OFT to 

broaden the market to include other ambient steamed puddings on the 

basis of demand-side or supply-side substitution.  

Chilled steamed puddings 

41. The OFT also considered whether a putative Christmas puddings market 

should be widened to include the constraint from chilled steamed puddings. 

The OFT notes that this is unlikely, given its above conclusion that the 

market should not be widened to include ambient steamed puddings. 

However, for the sake of completeness, in relation to chilled puddings: 

 on the demand-side, the OFT notes that a number of the large grocery 

retailers use different category buyers for ambient and chilled steamed 

puddings, reflecting the fact that the products are located in different 

areas of the store as the chilled products require refrigeration. Chilled 

steamed puddings also have a shorter shelf life than ambient steamed 

puddings, and 

 on the supply-side, the OFT notes the parties’ argument that there is 

supply-side substitution between ambient and chilled sponge puddings 

(the only difference being the use of preservatives such as potassium 

sorbate being added to ambient puddings to increase their shelf life); 

however the OFT notes there remain logistical differences, such as the 

need to store the chilled products in refrigerated containers; further, 

the OFT notes that there is a long tail of ‘other’ suppliers of chilled 

steamed puddings, which contrasts with ambient steamed puddings 

where supply is concentrated amongst a relatively few suppliers. 

42. Overall the OFT considers that it would not be appropriate to widen the 

product scope to include chilled steamed puddings.14 

                                            
14 Indeed, the OFT considers there may be separate markets for the supply of ambient steamed 

puddings (not including Christmas puddings) and chilled steamed puddings and that there is 

insufficient evidence for the OFT to combine the two products within a single frame of 

reference. However, as there are no overlaps between the parties in relation to ambient steamed 

puddings (other than Christmas puddings) on the one hand or chilled puddings on the other, the 

OFT has not needed to conclude on this point. 
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Geographic scope 

 

43. The parties submit that the geographic market is wider than the UK 

because of the particular longevity of Christmas puddings. The OFT 

acknowledges that a supplier of Christmas puddings is based in New 

Zealand; however, the fact that production is based overseas does not, in 

itself, equate to there being a supra-national market (that is, the mere 

presence of imports does not preclude a national market). As identified by 

the parties, the main suppliers of steamed puddings to the large grocery 

retailers are UK-based and the acquisition itself does not involve broader 

than national markets.  

44. The OFT has received no clear evidence to support departing from a 

national approach and has therefore examined the transaction at a UK 

level. 

Conclusion on market definition  

45. The OFT has undertaken the competitive assessment on the basis of 

Christmas puddings at a national level. While the OFT does not consider 

that the evidence discussed above is sufficient to  broaden the market to 

include other ambient steamed puddings or chilled steamed puddings, the 

competitive constraint from potential entry and expansion by other firms in 

adjacent markets will be considered in the competitive assessment below. 

COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT: UNILATERAL EFFECTS 

 

46. As stated in the Merger Assessment Guidelines,15 ‘[u]nilateral effects can 

arise in a horizontal merger when one firm merges with a competitor that 

previously provided a competitive constraint, allowing the merged firm 

profitably to raise prices on its own and without needing to coordinate with 

its rivals’. 

47. The unilateral effects will be analysed in a separate section for each of the 

relevant markets defined above. 

  

                                            
15 CC/OFT Merger Assessment Guidelines, September 2010, paragraph 5.4.1 
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Chilled Ready Meals 

Shares of supply 

48. The parties’ estimated shares of supply (by value) are set out below.  

Table 1: Shares of supply of Chilled Ready Meals 2011 

Suppliers Value (£m) Value Share  

(per cent) 

BHL / Northern 

Foods16 

[ ] [10-20] 

RF Brookes [ ] [5-10] 

Combined [ ] [10-20] 

Kerry foods [ ] [10-20] 

Bakkavor [ ] [10-20] 

Oscar Mayer [ ] [10-20] 

Greencore [ ] [10-20] 

Samworth [ ] [5-10] 

S&A Foods [ ] [0-5] 

ICL [ ] [0-5] 

Coldwater [ ] [0-5] 

Others [ ] [10-20] 

Total [2000-2500]  100 

Source: The parties’ submission based on Kantar data 

 

49. The parties’ combined share of supply is estimated to be [10-20] per cent, 

with a [five-10] per cent increment. There are four other competitors in the 

market with shares of supply of [10-20] per cent or above and one 

competitor with [five-10] per cent share of supply. The parties, post 

merger, are not the market leader. The parties have similar or lower shares 

of supply if the market is broken down by ethnicity and have lower shares 

of supply in all of the broader relevant markets considered in paragraph 11 

above.  

  

                                            
16 Northern Foods is the BHL subsidiary that produces CRM. 
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Closeness of Competition 

50. The evidence available to the OFT does not suggest the parties are 

particularly close competitors: they were the third and the seventh largest 

competitors pre-merger. Also, the bidding data provided by the parties 

shows that in the last 11 tenders where either of the parties bid, the other 

party only bid against it once.   

Conclusion on Unilateral Effects  

51. The OFT concludes that there is no realistic prospect of an SLC in relation 

to the supply of chilled ready meals, however the relevant market is 

defined. 

Chilled Pizzas 

Shares of supply 

52. The OFT examined the shares of supply in terms of value with regard to 

each of the market definitions covering chilled pizzas discussed in 

paragraphs 15 to 18 above. 

Chilled pizzas 

53. The parties’ estimated shares of supply (by value) are set out below.  

Table 2: Shares of supply of Chilled pizzas 2011 

Suppliers Value (£m) Value Share  

(per cent) 

BHL / 2 SFG [ ] [10-20] 

RF Brookes [ ] [5-10] 

Combined  [ ] [20-30] 

Bakkavor [ ] [30-40] 

Paramount [ ] [10-20] 

Stateside [ ] [10-20] 

Uin [ ] [0-5] 

Other [ ] [10-20] 

Source: The parties’ submission based on Kantar data 
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54. The parties combined share of supply is estimated to be [20-30] per cent, 

with a [five-10] per cent increment. There are three competitors in the 

market post merger with shares of supply in excess of [10-20] per cent. 

Bakkavor is the market leader, holding an estimated [30-40] per cent share 

of supply. The OFT considers that the shares of supply are not sufficiently 

high to raise prima facie concerns with regards to the supply of chilled 

pizzas.  

Chilled and frozen pizzas 

55. If the relevant market is widened to include frozen pizzas, the parties’ 

estimated combined share of supply is slightly higher at [20-30] per cent 

with a [0-five] per cent increment. The parties have the largest share of 

supply with Bakkavor, their closest competitor with a share of supply of 

[10-20] per cent.  

56. The OFT finds that even in a wider market (chilled and frozen pizzas 

combined), although BHL (through 2SFG) is the market leader, the 

transaction does not raise competition concerns. This is because the 

transaction does not change the position of 2SFG, which was the market 

leader even pre-merger (with [20-30] per cent share of supply), and the 

increment post merger is considered to be relatively small at [0-five] per 

cent. 

Premium and non-premium pizzas 

57. When the market is split into premium and non-premium pizzas, the parties’ 

estimated shares of supply are as follows. 
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Table 3: Shares of supply of premium and non-premium chilled pizzas 2011 

Suppliers Premium  

(per cent) 

Non-premium   

(per cent) 

BHL / 2 SFG [10-20] [10-20] 

RF Brookes [10-20] [0-5] 

Combined [20-30] [10-20] 

Bakkavor [60-70] [20-30] 

Paramount [0-5] [20-30] 

Stateside [5-10] [10-20] 

Uin [0-5] [0-5] 

Other [0-5] [10-20] 

Source: The parties’ submission based on Kantar data 

 

58. The parties’ estimated combined share of supply in non-premium pizza is 

lower than in overall chilled pizza at [10-20] per cent, and as such does not 

raise prima facie competition concerns. In addition there are two larger 

competitors, Paramount and Bakkavor and a third significant competitor, 

Stateside.  

59. In terms of premium pizzas, the parties’ estimated combined share of 

supply is higher at [20-30] per cent. However, the OFT notes that 

Bakkavor is by far the largest supplier, with [60-70] per cent share of 

supply, and also Stateside has a significant share of supply at [five-10] per 

cent. 

Branded and customer own-label pizzas 

60. When the market is split into branded and customer own-label pizzas, the 

parties’ estimated shares of supply are as follows. 
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Table 4: Shares of supply of branded and own-label pizzas   

Suppliers Branded  

(per cent) 

Own-label  

(per cent) 

BHL / 2 SFG [10-20] [10-20] 

RF Brookes [0-5] [5-10] 

Combined [10-20] [20-30] 

Bakkavor [70-80] [20-30] 

Paramount [0-5] [20-30] 

Stateside [10-20] [10-20] 

Uin [0-5] [0-5] 

Other [0-5] [10-20] 

Source: The parties’ submission based on Kantar data 

 

61. The parties’ estimated combined shares of supply ([10-20] per cent in the 

supply of branded pizzas and [20-30] per cent in the supply of own label 

pizzas) are insufficient to raise prima facie competition concerns. The OFT 

notes that Bakkavor is the market leader in both segments, that Stateside 

has a share of supply in excess of [10-20] per cent in branded and own 

label pizzas and that Paramount has a [20-30] per cent share of supply in 

own label pizzas. The OFT also notes the limited increment in branded 

pizzas that results from the merger. The OFT therefore considers that there 

are alternative suppliers that will continue to provide an effective 

competitive constraint on the merged party in both branded and own label 

pizzas.  

Closeness of Competition 

62. The evidence available to the OFT does not indicate that the parties are 

particularly close competitors. The bidding data provided by the parties 

shows that in the last nine tenders where either of the parties bid, the 

other party did not bid. 
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Conclusion on Unilateral Effects  

63. Based on the evidence above the OFT concludes that there is no realistic 

prospect of an SLC in relation to the supply of chilled pizzas, however the 

relevant market is defined. 

Chilled savoury pastries 

Shares of supply 

64. The parties’ combined share of supply in the wider CSPP market is 

estimated to be under [0-five] per cent, which does not raise prima facie 

competition concerns. The parties also have a low combined share of 

supply in relation to pasties and HPP: [five-10] per cent and [10-20] per 

cent, respectively.  

65. In particular, although the parties’ combined shares in the supply of HPP 

are more sizeable, the OFT notes that, first, it is still sufficiently low not to 

raise prima facie competition concerns; and, second, that these share 

figures does not take into account the fact that RF Brookes has lost a 

significant customer in a recent tender with the result that its share of 

supply is reduced to [five-10] per cent. 

Conclusion on Unilateral Effects  

66. Based on the evidence above the OFT concludes that there is no realistic 

prospect of an SLC in relation to the supply of chilled savoury pastries, 

however the relevant market is defined. 

Christmas puddings 

Shares of supply 

67. The parties’ estimated shares of supply by value are set out below  
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Table 5: Shares of supply of Christmas puddings 2011. 

Suppliers Value (£m) Value Share  

(per cent) 

BHL / Matthew 

Walker17 

[ ] [60-70] 

Avana [ ] [20-30] 

Combined [ ] [80-90] 

Carved Angel [ ] [0-5] 

Coles [ ] [0-5] 

Old Fashion Foods [ ] [0-5] 

Tiptree [ ] [0-5] 

Village Bakery [ ] [0-5] 

Others [ ] [5-10] 

TOTAL [40-50]  100 

Source: The parties’ submission based on Kantar data 

 

68. The evidence above shows that post merger, the parties have an estimated 

[80-90] per cent share of supply by value, with an increment of [20-30] per 

cent in the supply of Christmas puddings. The OFT notes that the parties’ 

shares have remained very high over the last three years and that no other 

competitor has a share of supply in excess of [five-10] per cent. The 

parties’ high shares of supply raise prima facie concerns about this merger.  

69. The OFT does not have complete estimates of shares of capacity. However 

those capacity estimates supplied by competitors do not indicate that the 

share of capacity for the production of Christmas puddings differs 

significantly from the value of sales based shares detailed above.  

Closeness of Competition 

70. In addition to the share information above, there is evidence that the 

parties are each other’s closest competitors. The parties provided details of 

the large grocery retailers’ supply base reviews for steamed puddings for 

2009-11. The retailers included M&S, Tesco, Asda and Sainsbury’s. Of the 

ten reviews listed, the parties competed directly on nine occasions. Only 

one competitor, Old Fashioned Foods (OFF), was identified as competing 

against the parties and this was only on a single occasion. The parties 

                                            
17 Matthew Walker is the BHL subsidiary that produces branded and own-label Christmas 

puddings. 
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submitted that this evidence was potentially incomplete with respect to 

other competitors as the review process was conducted in private. 

However, the large grocery retailers contacted by the OFT stated that they 

did not, and would not, consider any alternative supplier to the parties for 

the supply of Christmas puddings. 

71. Further, with regard to the above evidence on historic supply base reviews, 

the OFT notes that for those reviews which are currently taking place post 

merger the large grocery retailers have not contacted any suppliers in 

addition to the parties.18  

72. The parties provided details for a number of competitors in the supply of 

Christmas puddings, namely, Heinz, Simpsons, Greencore, Memory Lane 

Cakes, Carved Angel, McCambridge and OFF. The OFT therefore 

considered whether these purported current suppliers are able to constrain 

the actions of the parties, based on existing capacity and market 

positioning. However, the OFT notes that the majority of the competitors 

named by the parties are not in fact currently active in the supply of 

Christmas puddings, for example McCambridge no longer supply any 

steamed puddings, and Heinz, Simpsons, and Greencore supply other 

steamed puddings, but not Christmas puddings. The notable exception is 

OFF, which in 2011 had an estimated share of supply of only [0-five] per 

cent of Christmas puddings; this is in sharp contrast to the parties’ 

combined share of supply of close to [80-90] per cent in Christmas 

puddings. Furthermore OFF has not competed against the parties in the last 

eight reviews in which the parties participated.  

73. A number of third parties raised significant concerns in relation to the 

supply of Christmas puddings post merger. Specifically, customers 

confirmed that they do not consider that there is any supplier, other than 

the parties, that can currently meet their volume requirements for 

Christmas puddings. The OFT notes that, even under the unrealistic 

scenario whereby all those suppliers other than the parties that currently 

supply both Christmas puddings and other ambient steamed puddings all 

switched to only supplying Christmas puddings, their capacity would 

                                            
18 The OFT does not regard this evidence, in itself, as determinative given that the retailers may 

be aware of, and place weight on, the initial undertakings given by BHL and Solway Foods 

Limited and accepted by the OFT on 11 January 2012 which seek to the extent possible to 

provide for the Target businesses to operate independently of BHL during the course of the 

OFT’s review. 
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collectively barely replace the increment from the merger in the parties’ 

share of supply of Christmas puddings. 

74. On the basis of the evidence available and third party views, the OFT does 

not consider that existing competitors in the supply of Christmas puddings 

are, individually or collectively, sufficient to provide a constraint on the 

merged entity to prevent a SLC.   

Potential entry and expansion 

75. Any analysis of a possible SLC includes consideration of the responses of 

others to the merger. In the longer term competition in the market may be 

affected as new firms enter, or the merged firm’s rivals take actions 

enhancing their ability to compete against the merged firm.19 

76. When assessing possible supply-side responses, including entry, expansion 

and repositioning, the OFT will consider whether the response would be (i) 

timely, (ii) likely, and (iii) sufficient.20 In terms of timeliness, the guidance 

suggests that the OFT will look for entry to occur within two years.  

77. The OFT assesses below potential expansion by existing suppliers of 

Christmas puddings, entry by suppliers of other steamed puddings, and de 

novo entry. 

78. With respect to expansion by existing suppliers of Christmas puddings the 

parties submitted [ ].  However the OFT notes that while OFF produce 

branded Christmas puddings under license it currently has only a [0-five] 

per cent share of supply in Christmas puddings. The parties also submitted 

that Coles, which was recently purchased by Wilkin and Sons (who supply 

Tiptree branded jams) had publicly stated their intention to expand the 

business. However Coles stated that while they are planning to expand 

production this would be using existing spare capacity, which is around 

[30-40] per cent of current production, and as such they would not be able 

to supply large grocery retailers within two years. 

79. With respect to entry from those producers supplying other steamed 

puddings the parties submit that there are low barriers to expanding current 

production and entering into the supply of Christmas puddings, on the 

basis of ease of access to raw materials, technology and production 

                                            
19 CC/OFT ‘Merger Assessment Guidelines’, September 2010 paragraph 5.8.1. 
20 CC/OFT ‘Merger Assessment Guidelines’, September 2010 paragraph 5.8.3. 
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capacity. The parties also submit that because transport costs are relatively 

low and products can be stored for long periods of time, suppliers based 

abroad could enter the market for the supply of Christmas puddings in the 

UK.  

80. The OFT notes the parties’ arguments above with respect to the ease of 

switching the use of production assets to supplying Christmas puddings 

and as such the potential timeliness of entry by suppliers of other steamed 

puddings. Set against this, no current steamed pudding suppliers indicated 

they were planning on entering the market for Christmas puddings and no 

significant entry has taken place within the last five years. One third party 

stated that the parties were ‘high quality low cost manufacturers and 

therefore the financial risk would be too high for an entrant’, while another 

stated that ‘It is unlikely that a wholesale price increase alone could 

stimulate our entry into the market. It would need to be accompanied by a 

retailer invitation to supply with sufficient guaranteed volumes to cover the 

investment’.   

81. With respect to large grocery retailers being able to sponsor entry the 

parties submit that Avana was approached by Tesco in 2009 to supply 

Christmas puddings and as such Tesco and other retailers could do the 

same again following any price rise post merger. However the OFT notes 

that Avana was already supplying Christmas puddings to Marks and 

Spencers before 2009 (with an estimated market share above [10-20] per 

cent) and that large grocery retailers have raised significant concerns and 

stated that ‘there is little scope for a credible new competitor emerging’. In 

particular large grocery retailers have stated that the supply of Christmas 

puddings is ‘not an ideal market to sponsor entry in to as it is a relatively 

flat market and is seasonal’.  

82. The parties further submitted that the Competition Commission’s 

investigation into the merger between Kerry Foods and Headland Foods21 

demonstrated that large grocery retailers were able to seek alternative 

suppliers for frozen ready meals (FRM) following a post merger price rise. 

However the OFT notes that there are distinct differences between this 

merger and Kerry/Headland. In particular: 

 in this case the parties have a combined share of supply of Christmas 

puddings of over [80-90] per cent with an increment of over [20-30] 

                                            
21 CC Report, 2 December 2011 
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per cent, in comparison to shares of supply in Kerry/Headland of 50-60 

per cent 

 the total market value for Christmas puddings is £[40-50] million in 

comparison to a market value for FRM of £[400-500] million 

 the supply of Christmas puddings is reviewed once a year with the 

product being bought at a particular time of year, compared to the 

continuous supply and purchase of FRM and 

 in Kerry/Headland, the Competition Commission was able to place 

reliance on reactions from the supermarkets that had already occurred 

by the time of the Competition Commission’s final report; by contrast, 

in this case, the evidence relating to the 2012 tendering process, whilst 

not conclusive,22 does not provide any comfort that supermarket 

purchasers have been able to seek credible alternative suppliers. 

83. The OFT therefore concludes that while entry into the Christmas puddings 

market could conceivably be timely, it is not considered to be likely. 

Furthermore, there is reason to doubt whether any such entry, if it did 

occur, would be of sufficient scale to counter a potential SLC in the supply 

of Christmas puddings. The OFT notes that the increment from the merger 

is over [20-30] per cent and as such any entrant would need to acquire a 

share of supply far above five per cent to counter any potential SLC. This 

scale of entry appears highly unlikely from other steamed pudding 

suppliers, as even if a supplier switched all its production facilities to 

supplying Christmas puddings (and thus ended its current steamed pudding 

contracts) there are no suppliers with sufficient scale to replace Avana’s 

supply of Christmas puddings.  

84. In addition to this, third parties stated that there are significant economies 

of scale in the production of Christmas puddings, in particular in the 

purchase of inputs and the use of production assets. These economies of 

scale could provide new entrants with a significant barrier to entry and go 

some way to explaining why Matthew Walker is able to maintain a variable 

profit margin of approximately [ ] per cent for Christmas puddings 

compared to [ ] this for other ambient steamed puddings. 

                                            
22 See note 18 above. 
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85. With respect to de novo entry the parties estimate the cost of new entry to 

supply Christmas puddings is in the region of £2.5 million with capital 

costs of £1.7 million and that this investment would achieve sales of £5 

million, equivalent to [ ] of the Avana sales of Christmas puddings. The 

parties state that some investment in product development would also be 

required by new entrants in order to meet consumer demand. One third 

party estimated that an initial investment of £10 million would be required 

to create a new facility to begin supplying Christmas puddings and that due 

to the seasonality of demand, it could take two to three years to become 

profitable. As noted above, the OFT does not consider that a competitor 

with a five per cent share of supply of Christmas puddings would be 

sufficient to provide a competitive constraint on the parties post merger 

and therefore considers that the costs of sufficient entry to counter a SLC 

are likely to be higher than those submitted by the parties.  

Conclusion on unilateral effects  

86. The parties will as a result of the merger have a high combined share of 

supply of Christmas puddings at [80-90] per cent by value. Further, there is 

evidence to suggest that the parties are close competitors and that the 

merger removes the strong competitive constraint each exerts on the other. 

Third parties also indicated significant concerns about the merger. Finally, 

the OFT did not find strong evidence of timely, likely and sufficient entry or 

expansion.  

87. Therefore the OFT believes that there is a realistic prospect of a substantial 

lessening of competition in the supply of Christmas puddings in the UK. 

BUYER POWER 

88. In some circumstances, an individual customer may be able to use its 

negotiating strength to limit the ability of a merged firm to raise prices. This 

is referred to as countervailing buyer power.23 Further to this an individual 

customer’s negotiating position will be stronger if it can easily switch its 

demand away from the supplier, or where it can otherwise constrain the 

behaviour of the supplier.24 

                                            
23 CC/OFT ‘Merger Assessment Guidelines’, September 2010 paragraph 5.9.1. 
24 CC/OFT ‘Merger Assessment Guidelines’, September 2010 paragraph 5.9.2. 
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89. The parties submit that they face significant buyer power from their 

customers, in particular the large grocery retailers, as they can switch to 

other suppliers or sponsor new entry or expansion by other firms. The 

parties refer to the supply base reviews as evidence of buyer power and 

that there are no long term contracts in place. Further, the parties submit 

that customers maintain pressure on suppliers throughout the term of a 

supply relationship by increasingly pushing suppliers to offer lower prices 

and fund promotions; and that retailers are intent on maintaining their share 

of supply in downstream markets and consequently when there is pressure 

for downward prices or promotions at the retail level they expect the 

manufacturers to support this.  

90. Whilst some of the parties’ customers acknowledge that before the merger 

they may have had some buyer power and that contracts were 

informal/short term, other customers consider that suppliers and retailers 

are mutually dependent and do not view relationships with suppliers in 

terms of negotiating strength. Of particular note is that customers have 

raised concerns regarding the supply of Christmas puddings as post 

merger, supply will, essentially, be concentrated in a single firm, removing 

any credible competition able to supply the scale of volumes required. 

These customers do not consider that there is a competitor to the parties 

who can currently meet their volume requirements. A number of customers 

noted that in this situation, they would not have any means to negotiate 

against a potential cost increase. Further to this as discussed above the 

OFT has not found sufficient evidence of timely, likely and sufficient entry 

or expansion in the supply of Christmas puddings. 

91. The OFT considered whether customers that have no choice but to take a 

supplier’s product may nevertheless be able to constrain prices by imposing 

costs on the supplier, for example, customers may be able to refuse to buy 

other products produced by the supplier in respect of which there is a 

greater degree of competition than there would be post-merger in 

Christmas puddings.25 With respect to this the parties submit that they 

supply a wider range of own label products to their Christmas puddings 

customers, and that own label products comprise approximately [70-90] 

per cent of the total sales of 2SFG.  

                                            
25 CC/OFT ‘Merger Assessment Guidelines’, September 2010 paragraph 5.9.3. 
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92. The parties submit that they are therefore entirely dependent on 

maintaining good commercial relations with the grocery retailers and that, 

given the retailers' purchasing power, it simply does not make sense to 

suggest that they could seek to exploit any potential market power in 

relation to one product (which is an own label product and therefore not a 

‘must stock brand’) and thereby risk jeopardising a comprehensive 

commercial relationship across a much wider and larger range of other 

products for which they submit that there are considerable alternative 

suppliers already supplying these same retailers in the UK. 

93. The OFT notes that one large grocery retailer did state that post merger 

they would continue to have buyer power over the parties based on ‘other 

parts of the category that would influence our overall relationship with 2 

Sisters’. This supports the parties’ arguments above. However, set against 

this, no other large grocery retailer stated that they would continue to have 

buyer power post merger based on the supply of other products by the 

parties with one third party stating that they would be forced to absorb any 

cost increases.   

94. For the reasons above, the OFT does not consider that countervailing buyer 

power is likely to be sufficient to outweigh any detrimental effects 

produced by the transaction in the Christmas pudding market. 

THIRD PARTY VIEWS 

95. The OFT received comments from customers and competitors of the 

parties. The OFT has included specific reference to third party views in the 

above detailed assessment but for the sake of completeness, notes the 

following.  

96. A number of customers expressed concerns that the merger removes any 

credible competition within the market regarding scale suppliers of 

Christmas puddings. Customers commented that they did not consider that 

there was a suitable alternative product to Christmas puddings. Further, 

customers considered that that there was little scope of a credible new 

competitor emerging in the UK.   

97. A number of competitors contacted by the OFT during the investigation 

confirmed that they did not have any plans to enter or expand supply of 

Christmas puddings to the major grocery retailers. A number of existing 
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competitors also commented that to supply the volumes required by the 

retailers would require significant investment. 

ASSESSMENT 

98. The parties overlap in the supply of chilled ready meals, chilled pizzas, 

chilled savoury pastries and Christmas puddings. 

99. In relation to chilled ready meals, chilled pizzas and chilled savoury pastries, 

the parties have reasonably low shares of supply, and the increments 

brought about by the merger are generally limited. In none of these areas 

does the evidence available to the OFT indicate that the parties should be 

seen as particularly close competitors. In the absence of any third party 

concerns, the OFT does not consider that the merger creates a realistic 

prospect of an SLC in any of these areas. 

100. The OFT’s investigation has focused primarily on the supply of Christmas 

puddings. The OFT has considered arguments in relation to both demand- 

and supply-side substitution, but considers that neither condition is fulfilled 

to enable the market to be widened to include other ambient steamed 

puddings or chilled steamed puddings. 

101. In relation to Christmas puddings, the parties have an estimated share of 

supply of [80-90] per cent by value. There is evidence in the form of 

supermarket tenders that the parties are close competitors and the merger 

removes the strong competitive constraint each exerts on the other. The 

OFT notes that the merged parties are the only two suppliers who were 

invited to tender for the supply of Christmas puddings for 2012 by the 

major supermarkets.  

102. A number of customers raised significant concerns relating to the merger in 

relation to the supply of Christmas puddings, with only one customer 

considering that it would have buyer power (in the form of portfolio buying) 

enabling it to counter the loss of competition brought about by the merger.  

103. The competitors that are currently active in the supply of Christmas 

puddings are very small in comparison to the merging parties. Although the 

OFT accepts that other suppliers of ambient steamed puddings may have 

some capability to switch to produce Christmas puddings, the capacity 

available is, even collectively, limited. The OFT did not find strong evidence 
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of timely, likely and sufficient entry or expansion such as to replace the 

constraint lost by the merger. 

104. As a result, the OFT considers that the transaction gives rise to a realistic 

prospect of an SLC in the supply of Christmas puddings in the UK.  

UNDERTAKINGS IN LIEU 

105. Where the duty to make a reference under section 22(1) of the Act applies, 

pursuant to section 73(2) of the Act the OFT may, instead of making such 

a reference, and for the purpose of remedying, mitigating or preventing the 

substantial lessening of competition concerned or any adverse effect which 

has or may have resulted from it or may be expected to result from it, 

accept from such of the parties concerned undertakings as it considers 

appropriate. 

106. As explained in the OFT's guidance,26 in order to accept undertakings in 

lieu of reference, the OFT must be confident that all the potential 

competition concerns that have been identified in its investigation would be 

resolved by means of the undertakings in lieu without the need for further 

investigation. The need for confidence reflects the fact that, once 

undertakings in lieu have been accepted, this is final in terms of the OFT's 

ability to refer, as section 74(1) of the Act precludes a reference after that 

point. 

107. Undertakings in lieu of reference are therefore appropriate only where the 

remedies proposed to address any competition concerns raised by the 

merger are clear cut and where they are capable of ready implementation.27 

Parties’ offer of undertakings in lieu 

108. The parties offered structural remedies to address the scenario in which the 

OFT found that the test for reference was met in relation to the supply of 

Christmas puddings. In essence, the parties offered to divest the Christmas 

pudding business of either Avana or BHL (this is, Matthew Walker). In 

either case, such a divestment would comprise, in particular: 

 all assets used for the manufacture of Christmas puddings: 

                                            
26 OFT Mergers – Exceptions to the duty to refer and undertakings in lieu of reference guidance 

(OFT1122), chapter 5. 
27 Ibid, paragraph 5.7. 
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o in the case of Avana, this would comprise the one dedicated 

Christmas pudding line relocated to the Trebor site28 

o in the case of Matthew Walker, this would comprise the entire 

Matthew Walker business as currently carried out at the Heanor site, 

and include the two dedicated Christmas pudding lines, together 

with the two further lines used interchangeably to manufacture 

Christmas puddings and other ambient puddings (see paragraph 109 

below) 

 know-how, manuals, recipes and other confidential information 

 existing inventory (to the extent required by a purchaser)29 

 all existing supply contracts (to the extent it is within BHL’s control)30 

 the brands used exclusively for Christmas puddings by either business 

(‘Mrs Beeton’ in the case of Avana, or ‘Matthew Walker’ and ‘Edna 

May’ in the case of Matthew Walker) 

 key staff involved in the production and sale of Christmas puddings 

(subject to any employee willingness to relocate – see paragraph 109 

below) and 

 the offer of transitional manufacturing and purchasing arrangements for 

a period of up to 12 months at the election of the purchaser. 

109. Regardless of which business was sold, the parties envisaged seeking a 

sale of the above components to the purchaser (such that those assets and 

employees would be relocated to the purchaser’s own premises). However, 

they stated that, in either case, they would be prepared at the election of 

the purchaser to sell the manufacturing site itself (thus obviating the need 

for relocation on the part of the relevant key staff).31 

110. The parties argued that an upfront buyer was not required in this case. 

They stated that there is an extensive number of existing manufacturers of 

                                            
28 The other line producing puddings in the Avana factory produces chilled puddings only. 
29 Both Avana and Matthew Walker outsource the logistics of delivery to third parties. 
30 Contract negotiations with retailers for the supply of puddings for Christmas 2012 are 

currently ongoing. 
31 In the case of sale of the Avana business, the parties stated that sale of the site would 

involve reconfiguration to relocate assets used to manufacture Christmas puddings to the Avana 

Trebor site. 
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chilled or ambient steamed puddings or cakes would have the experience, 

credibility and customer relationships with the UK supermarkets to be 

regarded as a credible purchaser. Further, they stated that the assets to be 

divested were commercially attractive, in particular for those prospective 

purchasers who would be increasing their own-label product offering to the 

supermarkets and who would derive economies of scale in terms of 

purchasing, distribution and storage of goods through acquiring the 

Christmas puddings business of Avana or Matthew Walker.  

111. Without prejudice to the above arguments, the parties stated that they 

would be prepared to accept divestment on the basis of an up-front buyer 

if the OFT considered this necessary. 

Evaluation of the parties’ undertakings in lieu offer 

112. The OFT welcomes the parties’ willingness to put forward structural 

remedies as a means of seeking to resolve competition concerns in this 

case. 

113. The OFT’s competition concerns arise in relation to the supply of Christmas 

puddings in this case. It therefore considers that a divestment of one of the 

merging parties’ Christmas puddings business should in principle serve as a 

suitable remedy, provided that the net effect of the divestment is to place 

the purchaser in a position to exercise an equivalent competitive constraint 

on the other party to that which existed pre-merger such as to remove the 

substantial lessening of competition potentially caused by the merger.32 

114. In considering the scope of the divestment remedy, the OFT therefore 

considered that any divestment business should comprise all those assets 

that were readily available (see paragraph 35 above) for the divestment 

business pre-merger to use for the production of Christmas puddings 

(irrespective of whether those assets were being currently used for other 

purposes or were used for the production of Christmas puddings for only a 

minority of the year). 

 In the case of the divestment of the Matthew Walker business, this 

requirement means that the divestment would need to comprise all four 

production lines used for ambient steamed puddings, not merely those 

two production lines exclusively dedicated to Christmas puddings. 

                                            
32 Ibid, paragraph 5.11. 
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 In the case of the divestment of the Avana business, the OFT 

considered that only the dedicated Christmas pudding production line 

would need to be divested as the other pudding line was used for the 

manufacture of chilled puddings, without a steamer, and was therefore 

not readily available for the manufacture of Christmas puddings (see 

paragraph 41 above). 

 

115. The OFT notes that the parties’ offer was to sell the assets, know-how and 

key staff relating to either business, but not necessarily to sell the land and 

factory, unless that were required by the divestment purchaser. The OFT 

considers that sale of the assets used for the purchase of Christmas 

puddings without the accompanying factory is capable of constituting a 

satisfactory remedy, but that this will depend on a number of factors, 

specifically: 

 the existing facilities of the purchaser 

 the willingness of the key staff employed by the divestment business to 

transfer to the purchaser and  

 the extent to which those key staff are required, in part or in full, by the 

purchaser to allow it to compete effectively in the supply of Christmas 

puddings. 

116. On the basis that the parties’ offer did not necessarily include transfer of 

the actual site (and therefore a transfer of all key staff under TUPE), the 

OFT considers it particularly important in the present case that such a sale 

would be to an upfront buyer.33 The fact that there has been little entry or 

expansion in relation to Christmas puddings in recent years, despite the 

parties’ arguments that numerous competitors would be able to do so (see 

paragraph 80 above) also suggests that the OFT might wish to be cautious 

before assuming too readily that there is a large number of potentially 

interested purchasers for the divestment business. 

117. The OFT considers that, in particular given the use of an upfront buyer 

mechanism, it is appropriate in this case to leave to the parties the choice 

                                            
33 See paragraph 5.34 of the Exceptions and undertakings in lieu guidance in relation to the 

advantages of an upfront buyer mechanism, including the value of such a mechanism where the 

identity of the purchaser is particularly important to the success of the remedy. 
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of which divestment business (that is, either Avana or Matthew Walker) it 

seeks to divest.34 However, this choice is subject to two caveats: 

 first, given that some of the staff employed by Avana in the production 

and sale of Christmas puddings are also involved in producing and 

selling other puddings and cakes, the OFT will be concerned to ensure 

in the event that BHL seeks to divest the Avana business that key staff 

employed in the production, marketing and sale of Christmas puddings 

are transferred even if they provide other services, and 

 whilst the parties might initially seek to sell one of the two businesses 

without the relevant facility in which that business was based, if it did 

not appear likely within a reasonable period following announcement of 

this decision that such a sale would be achievable to a purchaser whom 

the OFT considered potentially suitable, then the OFT would reserve the 

right to require that the parties seek to sell either the other Christmas 

pudding business and/or to expand their offer to include the relevant 

facility in which the divestment business was based (as contemplated in 

their remedy offer, see paragraph 10909 above). 

118. On the basis that the parties’ offer to divest one of the overlapping 

Christmas puddings offers is, on the terms above, capable of constituting a 

clear-cut remedy, the OFT considers it appropriate to suspend its duty to 

refer to seek undertakings in lieu of reference from the parties. 

DECISION 

 

119. The OFT has therefore decided to refer the completed acquisition by 

Boparan Holdings Limited of R F Brookes & Avana Bakeries to the 

Competition Commission pursuant to section 22 of the Act. However the 

OFT’s duty to refer is suspended because the OFT is considering whether 

to accept undertakings in lieu of reference from Boparan Holdings Limited 

pursuant to section 73 of the Act.  

 

 

                                            
34 Paragraph 5.34, ibid, acknowledges that the certainty provided for by the upfront buyer 

mechanism may provide latitude for exploration of a remedy option that the OFT would not feel 

confident accepting in a non-upfront context. 
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ENDNOTES 

 

1. With reference to paragraph 78, Coles clarified that they would not be able 

to supply large grocery retailers with bulk volume lines within two years. This 

clarification does not impact on the OFT’s conclusions in this case.  
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